
N o wonder skiers fret about climate change. Piste-bashers, ski lifts, cosy

hotels and chalets: they all have the potential to generate CO2 — while

outside the snowline rises and glaciers shrink.

There are easy ways for us to dramatically shrink our carbon footprints, though,

most obviously by taking the train. So it’s good to see the return, this winter, of

the direct Saturday morning Eurostar to the French Alps, following its Covid

cancellation in 2020.

Now run exclusively for Travelski Express — which packages the train with

accommodation, transfers and lift passes — it oJers a blissful eight-hour journey

straight from St Pancras to Moûtiers and Bourg St Maurice, deep in the majestic

Tarentaise Valley. Many of France’s A-list resorts lie within a one-hour drive (by

taxi or ski-bus transfer) from one or other of these stations.

It’s not just the speed and convenience that will make skiers purr (even if the

return journey is overnight). It’s the fact that rail travel to the Alps can reduce

your journey’s carbon emissions by about 60 per cent (at least on travel from

London to the French resort of Tignes, according to research by the carbon-oJset

specialists Anthesis on behalf of the skiers’ rail-travel website

snowcarbon.co.uk).

Given that more than half of the carbon emissions produced by ski resorts are

thought to be generated by transport to and around them, that’s a big step

towards making the trip more sustainable.
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Of course Travelski’s service isn’t the only way to reach the Alps by train, and

here are eight ski resorts that prove the point. Each one targets a green-tinged

resort working hard to cut emissions.
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Great bargain for beginners: Les Arcs, France

Not only is the intermediate and beginner-friendly Les Arcs served by

Travelski’s new daytime Eurostar route, but it’s also reached from Bourg St

Maurice by funicular railway. The resort itself uses only renewable electricity,

supplemented by its own solar and hydroelectric stations — and it’s well

provided with inexpensive self-catering apartments too. So if a group of four

skiers cosy up in a studio they can make their holidays both sustainable and

aJordable. The Résidence Belles Challes will do nicely. It sits at the bottom of

several of the resort’s most ego-boosting pistes.

Details Details Seven nights’ self-catering for four from £585pp, including return rail

travel, transfers and lift pass (uk.travelski.com)

Best for off-piste pros: Verbier, Switzerland

For years advanced skiers have loved the way Verbier’s lift system can deposit

them at the top of three separate mountains, each with scintillating oJ-piste

terrain. The fact that these lifts are powered by 100 per cent renewable

electricity deepens the allure. The journey there can be flight-free too: ten hours

and three changes of train (returns from £380; thetrainline.com) brings you from

London to Le Châble — where you jump on a gondola up to the resort. From here

it’s a seven-minute walk to the newly refurbished Hôtel de Verbier — the first in

the resort to commit to new sustainable targets

(myswitzerland.com/swisstainable). 

Details Details B&B doubles from £296 (hoteldeverbier.com)

World-class slopes with their own station: St Anton, Austria

Here’s another slice of advanced-skiing heaven with deep green credentials.

Since 2006 St Anton has generated all its own hydroelectricity, courtesy of the

Kartellsee reservoir. So big days out skiing powder on the Valluga, or bombing

down the World Cup race course known as the Fang, are more sustainable (even

if they’ll still melt your muscles). The resort has its own mainline railway station

too: 12-13 hours (and two or three changes) from London (about £360 return;

thetrainline.com). Meanwhile the sleek and contemporary Hotel Arlmont sits

snugly beside the Nasserein lifts — and is heated by woodchips from the

surrounding forests. 

DetailsDetails B&B doubles from £280 (arlmont.at)

For spa-loving intermediates: Ischgl, Austria

The next stop heading east on the Railjet service from St Anton is Landeck-Zams

(about £372 return; raileurope.com). Catch a bus or taxi from here and in less

than an hour you’ll be in Ischgl — where feisty intermediate pistes mix with

underrated powder skiing and impressive green credentials. Most of its

electricity is renewable and the resort funds a reforestation project in Peru to

oJset any that isn’t. Meanwhile its new Silvretta spa is fitted with a geothermal

heating system. Stay in the four-star superior Hotel Fliana at the bottom of the

pistes to complete the picture. It too uses hydroelectricity — and keeps things

toasty with a biomass heating system. And the chef is also a cheese sommelier.

Details Details Half-board doubles from £376 (fliana.com)

Excellent skiing and established eco credentials: Les Menuires,
France

So what if the architecture in central Les Menuires looks more city suburb than

soaring Alp? For more than a decade it has been running its lifts on hydroelectric

power, and has a coveted Flocon Vert — awarded to a handful of resorts for both

social and environmental initiatives. Crucially it’s also home to some of the best

intermediate skiing in the vast Three Valleys. For a taste of its superlative snow,

take Travelski’s Saturday Eurostar and bunk down at the luxurious chalet-style

Ours Blanc Hotel. The piste-side four-star has just been renovated, and looks

across the valley towards the Pointe de la Masse mountain: everyone’s favourite

refuge when other slopes are heaving.

DetailsDetails Seven nights’ B&B from £1,239pp, including return rail travel, transfers

and lift pass (uk.travelski.com)

Brilliant scenery for beginners: Saas-Fee, Switzerland

Ringed by mighty 4,000m peaks, car-free Saas-Fee seems almost to tremble with

a sense of Mother Nature’s power. So it’s good to know it’s reducing its

environmental impact — with ski lifts powered by local hydroelectricity. They

access a pocket-sized ski area with some of the most spectacular beginner slopes

in the Alps, reached by one of the most stirring rail journeys in skiing (returns

from London to Visp from £386 at raileurope.com; £16 return from Visp to Saas-

Fee at sbb.ch). Meanwhile a geothermal system warms the Saas-Fee Wellness

4000 Hostel, which has a chic spa as well as no-frills double rooms. 

DetailsDetails B&B doubles from £134 (youthhostel.ch)

For party people: Val d’Isère, France
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Val d’Isère has just bought the first two electric shuttle buses of a fleet that will

be zero emissions by 2025. Add this to the renewable energy that powers its lift

system, as well as piste-bashers that run on hydrogenated vegetable oil, and you

can see it’s serious about reducing its emissions. A star of the hard-skiing, hard-

partying scene, it’s also served by Travelski, which includes the cosy, three-star

Hôtel Ski Lodge in its programme. It’s a ten-minute walk from the key lifts up to

the Solaise. 

DetailsDetails Seven nights’ half-board from £1,406pp, including rail travel, transfers

and lift pass (uk.travelski.com)

Modernist architecture and slopes for intermediates: Flaine, France

Car-free Flaine sits a one-hour bus transfer above the TGV station at Cluses —

and trains are so fast the journey from Paris (changing from the Gare du Nord to

the Gare de Lyon) is almost as quick as the Eurostar itself (returns from £239;

sncf-connect.com). The resort itself is a hard-edged, modernist thing. But you

might be having too much fun in its snowy microclimate, exploring its

intermediate-friendly ski area, to worry about the concrete. And besides, the fact

that the entire resort’s lifts are powered by renewable electricity adds a pleasant

green glow to the place. Stay in the newly refurbished Hôtel Club MMV Le

Flaine.

DetailsDetails Seven nights’ full board from £499pp (mmv-holidays.co.uk)
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